Abstract. Using principally the exponential and logarithmic Taylor series a number of simple formulas are derived for extending sequences of divided powers in cocommutative irreducible Hopf algebras over fields of characteristic 0. Both the commutative and noncommutative cases are considered.
Then the formal power series in T, exp(2°l1x,7,<), is an SDP if and only if each x¡ is primitive. (Note that 0 is a primitive.)
Proof. <= It is well known and easy to compute that exp(xT") = 2?-¿xi/ii)T'* is an SDP if x is a primitive. Consequently, (CO \ °°S xiTi) = II exp(^r') i=0 / i=l will be an SDP using the lemma and induction. => Assume inductively that x¡ is a primitive for all z < n. Let yj be the coefficient of P in exp(27~11x,r'). We have just shown that 1, yv y2, .. . is an SDP. Note that in expC2f=xx¡r) the coefficient of P isyj for/ < n and y, + Xj for / = n. Thus y" and y" + xn both extend the same SDP which implies that their difference is a primitive. □ Corollary 3. 1 + 2°°_, x¡ T is an SDP if and only if the coefficient of P in log(l + Y,JLiX¡P) is a primitive for allj.
Proof. Since log and exp are inverse functions, this follows immediately. Corollary 3 still hold. We will then be able to prove a theorem analogous to Theorem 4.
Proposition 5. Assume 1, x,, x2, . . . is an SDP in a Hopf algebra H. Then for all j > 1 the coefficient of P in log(l + 2°i,x,7") is a primitive. (We assume of course that T commutes with the x¡.)
Proof. Let .y,-be the coefficient of V in log(l + 2°°-.i*í7")-Then
summing over all terms such that 2 ik = / (1 < ik < j). We wish to show that any term in Ay, of the form (1) (x2 9 l)(xx 9 1)(1 9 xx), (2) (x2 9 1)(1 9 xx)(xx 9 1), C3) (1 <S> ^^(^2 «> lX^i «> 1), (4) (x2 9 l)(xx 9 xx), (5) (x2 9 xx)(xx 9 1). The first three products, since they have three factors, will have coefficient 5 while the latter two will have coefficient -\. Thus the coefficient of x2xx <S> jc, is 3(j) -2(\). Note that the fact that the first and second products both occur in äx2xxxx is irrelevant. The point is that changing x2 and/or either xx to any other x¡ would not affect the computation.
Proposition
6. If xx, x2, . . . are primitives in a Hopf algebra then expÇEfLiX^isanSDP.
Proof. We will find an SDP whose log equals ~ZfLxx¡T'. Since log and exp are inverse functions this will suffice. Assume inductively that we have an SDP, 1 + 2^,z,r', such that the coefficient of P in log(l + 2°°=i*,7") is x¡ for 1 < j < n. (The induction can be started with exp(xxT).) Let the coefficient of T" in log(l + 2,*L1z,7'') be w. By Proposition 5 w is a primitive.
Then (1 + 2°l,z,T')exp((x" -w)T") will be an SDP (Lemma 1) and will continue the induction. □ Proof. Using Theorem 7 in place of Corollary 3 this is the same as the proof of Theorem 4. □ In contrast to the commutative case, the above extension is far from unique. Using the following lemma we can give another extension that also can be simply expressed. 
